
Time for a change: cloud computing and your future

IT infrastructure can feel like a treadmill – you never have enough in the budget to release yourself from the expenditure you need just to 
maintain current performance.

Executive summary

If your organisation is like most, you’re spending between a third and a half of 
your IT budget just maintaining your IT assets. Whatever industry you’re in, it’s 
probably not running data centres, and that’s a lot of money that could be put 
towards driving business goals.

If you’re due to review your equipment, environments and data management, cloud 

computing might be a way forward.

 The first thing to be said about the cloud is that your competitors are already using it 

– as are your customers.

 A recent poll said over 90 percent of large organisations would deploy a cloud service 

this year, 85 percent more than one. By 2016, Gartner research says half of new IT 

spending will be on cloud computing.

 Of course, just because everyone’s doing it isn’t enough of a reason you should too. But 

you have to ask yourself why – and be ready with the answer when your CIO or board asks it.

 Cloud computing is all about systems agility. No matter where your customers or users 

are, what they want to achieve and what device they’re using to engage with your data, cloud 

computing enables it.

 Your staff will expect an increasingly BYOD-friendly workplace, and your customers 

are already used to jumping from PC to smart TV to tablet to mobile to buy goods, check 

updates, play games and everything else we do in the consumer sphere – in just four 

years since the introduction of the iPad, 50 percent of Australians connect to the 

internet using a tablet.

 Platform- and device-agnostic modes of connecting and transacting are expected to ‘just 

work’, and the engine that drives such interoperability and constant uptime is most often the 

redundancy and load-sharing of cloud systems.

Pay as you go

 Sometimes called ‘own the base, rent the peak’, a common advantage of cloud 

computing is to give sudden or unexpected spikes in workload somewhere to go 

without having to deploy more expensive infrastructure to process them.

 It can take as little as a couple of hours to provision storage, a software platform, 

networking or processing power on an as-needed basis. Whether you need to cope with 

seasonal e-commerce demand or need somewhere to develop a non-essential project 

that doesn’t have a lot of budget, you’ll pay for each byte you store, transmit or process 

and no more.

 A good example is a networking as a service (NaaS) user based in the Philippines that 

renders computer generated imagery for film studio clients in Hollywood. When work is slow 

needs don’t expand beyond more than email and web use, but when a project comes in the 

company has to quickly spin up very high bandwidth between their office, graphics rendering 

facilities across Asia and the studio’s systems in North America to deliver finished work.
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The old world

 Of course, there might be systems or processes you have to keep under your own 

roof as they’re simply too complicated to outsource or you’ve invested too much in their 

development.

 It doesn’t mean you can’t look at a hybrid cloud approach for less specialised tasks. 

Standardised Cloud services form major providers are built for app development, email 

(gmail.com) or accounts hosting (xero.com) and let you pick the best of both worlds.

 Of course, even if tailoring your one-off applications or processes to standard cloud 

computing environments doesn’t seem worth it, you might be surprised if you do the sums. 

The cost savings you can make through not managing in-house systems can easily offset the 

costs of tweaking a workflow to suit a more standard environment.

The future of the IT Manager

 Cloud computing isn’t about replacing you - it’s about freeing you. Your job is to put your 

organisation’s IT infrastructure to the best use and you already spend too much time (and 

money) in the constant struggle between having enough for your needs and buying too much 

that sits idle instead of returning your investment. It offers you the perfect medium between 

the two, and at-a-glance insight into and control over your whole infrastructure will make you 

even more responsive to growth and change.

 First of all, don’t believe the hype or jump on any bandwagons. What cloud will do for you 

is as individual as your organisation is, so you have to let your needs tell you what set-up is 

best for them.

 Engage a reputable consultant or cloud service provider for an in-depth readiness 

assessment about what you’re doing and how it can be improved, and you’ll be ready to 

claim a new IT future. n 
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